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CONTEXT ABSTRACT

This book was originally released in hardcover and paperback by UK publisher Geoffrey Bles in 

1960 with 160 pages. Lewis’ wife Joy died of cancer the same year it was published, and just three years 

before his own death. The writing is derived from a series of BBC radio shows Lewis delivered beginning 

in 1958. Available in the philosophy genre, the writing reviews the nature of love from a Christian 

perspective and dissected into four types including: affection, friendship, romantic and charity. These 

were described topically by Lewis using Greek terms respectively: storge, philia, eros and agape. He 

describes the first three as natural, the last as supernatural. Lewis used thought experiments (theory of 

considering consequences) to develop his points, using extensive Biblical perspectives and by reviewing 

history’s greatest philosophers’ writings. Considering Lewis published just four more books after this 

one, it was perhaps written when his scholarship, emotional maturity and spirituality neared their 

trajectory’s heights. His personal experiences of the natural loves (affection as between him and his 

parents and brother, friendship as between his few childhood friends and like-minded scholar friends, 

and romance with his wife Joy) were all well-developed and deeply valued by Lewis by this stage of his 

life, and clearly had a strong influence - if not inspiration – for this effort. Lewis concluded in the tome 

that charity is the highest form of love, and closest to the love received from God – not only in the giving 

of unconditional love, but also in receiving it. 

CONTRIBUTION ABSTRACT

This book has been widely lauded as the basis from which modern thought about love be based. 

Theologians and Biblical scholars – from all Christian faiths – have referred to it as masterful, wise, and 

gentle among many other positive descriptors. Lewis cites writings from St. Augustine to Jane Austen in 

this work, which has allowed its reception as intellectual yet modern. Because of his outstanding order 

and language use throughout the book, believers and non-believers alike can easily understand the 

argument, receive new knowledge – and likely do so with respect for, rather than judgement of, the 
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author. Followers of Lewis’ writing easily identify the influence of his relationship with Joy on the book, 

and from that take away the power of personal experience with love on the profound impact of his 

mission, and thus opportunity for readers to validate their own experiences of human and Godly love. 

Scholars have noted how compelling a case for Christianity this book makes – yet also creates easily 

described and customized pursuits of personal growth in love. One example from the book which seems 

to be cited frequently is the story of St. Augustine’s broken heart at the death of a beloved friend, and 

those feelings justifying distancing one’s self from entanglements of the heart. Lewis outlines how far 

this approach diverges from Christ’s own example of constantly giving love despite being ridiculed, 

harassed, bullied from the night of his birth to his unjust persecution and death. This has allowed the 

book’s interpretation and influence to garner acceptance throughout all religious and non-religious 

quarters. 

AUDIENCE RESPONSE ABSTRACT

The radio shows from which the book was derived were criticized at the time as having too open 

a discussion about sex. Despite that, scholars and world-renown reviewers have since stated that the 

book deserves to be a ‘minor classic’, and that the chapter on charity may be Lewis’ most important 

writing on Christianity. Like most of his books, a constant reader comment is the ease with which the 

book is read; being clear and understood by a cross-section of society for over half a century. Evidence 

of this is that currently there are no less than a dozen study guides of the book’s philosophies available 

in print, for individuals and groups. At the time of this abstract there were nearly 35,000 reviews on 

GoodReads creating an average rating of 4.2 on a scale of five, including over 1,200 written reviews. 

Editorial reviews (those written by scholars, editors or other authors) repeatedly reference the 

accessibility of the content with one writing, ‘to bring philosophy and theology to a level where 

everyone can understand and participate’. Christians and non-Christians, as well as those struggling with 

faith are encouraged to read it, asserting there is something to be gained in the knowledge of love, by 
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any reader. Finally, readers have been so endeared to the book that portions of the prose have been 

recited at countless weddings, engagements, anniversaries, and funerals – as it well teaches the loves 

we need and the loves which are life’s greatest gifts.
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